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NYSERNet Research Platform (xRP) Participation
• Eastern Regional Network (ERN)

• Supporting ERN connectivity needs to our network and colos in New York.
• Enabling high bandwidth connectivity to ERN-participant campuses
• Opportunities to support smaller institutions with compute needs

• Syracuse University (SU) Collaboration

• Substantial campus HTC (High Throughput Computing) footprint leveraging HTCondor
• SU installed three HP C7300 systems in the NYSERNet Data Center, with optical connectivity
to their campus network and NYSERNet’s backbone network
• 48 Nodes: 24 hyper-threaded cores, 40GB RAM, 200GB storage each – linked to the campus
HTC cluster, future xRP opportunities being explored

• National Research Platform (NRP) Pilot

• Collaborating in effort to evolve the Pacific Research Platform (PRP) to a national scale
• Leverages R&E networks to build a federated, distributed compute and storage platform
• Cross-community participation: PRP, Internet2, The Quilt, Regionals and Research Institutions
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Getting started with the NRP Pilot
• Attended the first two annual NRP Pilot Workshops at Bozeman, MT
• Engaged with various PRP resources including working groups, Rocket
Chat, MaDDash grid, and online resources (https://prp.ucsd.edu)
• Purchased some initial FIONA server-grade hardware
• Experimented with hardware, CentOS, ZFS, Kubernetes, data transfer
software, and support software.
• Enabled support for both IPv4 and IPv6.
• Conducted proofs-of-concept and technology trials
• Collaborations with early-adopter members on a NYSERNet pilot
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FIONA system
• FIONA = Flash I/O Network Appliance (https://fasterdata.es.net/sciencedmz/DTN/fiona-flash-i-o-network-appliance)
• Low-cost, high-performance Intel server-grade systems running Linux
• Basic building block for PRP Data Transfer Node (DTN) and Compute Nodes
• Tuning system hardware, operating system, networking, and storage to the
most optimal performance levels is still challenging
•
•
•
•
•
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Having proper Linux Kernel and driver versions is critical
Manufacturers’ performance-related documentation was often limited
Limited performance tuning reference material available outside of our community
PRP’s system component lists and recommended configurations are a great resource
fasterdata.es.net continues to be an extremely useful reference
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Data Transfer Node (DTN) FIONAs
• Back-to-back 40 Gbps lab testing of FIONAs
• Plenty of hardware, BIOS and OS tuning necessary
• Much attention given to ensuring FIONA hardware and
software was as identical as possible
• iperf3 invaluable for network testing
• dd and bonnie++ for disk and ZFS testing
• globus-url-copy (gridftp) for disk → network → disk tests
• Managing CPU load is key – estimated max of ~65 GBps
of single flow throughput possible with 3.6 GHz cores
• A FIONA taken to Stony Brook University tested
successfully over the NYSERNet WAN (~360 miles)
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NRP MaDDash – measuring gridftp transfer speeds

https://perfsonar.nrp-nautilus.io/maddash-webui/index.cgi?dashboard=NRP_GridFTP
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NYSERNet’s NRP Pilot
• Following the PRP phase (version) model:

• Phase 1: initial deployment of FIONA DTNs on the NYSERNet network
• Phase 2: deployment of FIONA Compute Nodes

• DTN Deployments – active today

• Integrate DTNs into members’ existing Science DMZs
• Assist in the design of new Science DMZs to support DTNs
• Investigate ways DTNs can assist members’ current HPC environments

• Compute Node Deployments – Summer/Fall 2019

• Integrate Compute Nodes with DTNs
• Enable federated Kubernetes-based Linux containers, with clustered Ceph
storage orchestrated by Rook
• Align compute & storage configurations with research need
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Member Collaborations
• Initial trial members: NYSERNet collaboration with CIOs and IT teams

• Providing information and assistance to members interested in the NRP Pilot
• Identifying research projects which may benefit from PRP/NRP technology
• Collaborating with members’ IT teams and researchers on the NYSERNet Pilot

• Growing our Pilot
•
•
•
•
•
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NYSERNet furthering member participation
Assisting smaller institutions with access to compute resources
Expand the FIONA footprint across our network and members
Support research with both DTN and Compute capability
Two deployment models:

• Centralized – DTNs and Compute Nodes in NYSERNet Data Center or co-los
• Distributed – DTNs and Compute Nodes at members’ facilities
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Early adopters
• Stony Brook University
•
•
•
•
•
•

100 Gbps connectivity to NYSERNet backbone network
NYSERNet working with network and HPC teams to prototype a Science DMZ
Initial 40 Gbps DTN FIONA deployed; wire-rate iperfs achieved immediately!
DTN also used to test campus firewall performance and shape Science DMZ models
Working with a researcher interested in improving transfer speeds to XSEDE
Will be investigating Compute Node needs

• American Museum of Natural History (AMNH)

• Planning for 10 Gbps connectivity to the NYSERNet network - Spring 2019
• NYSERNet assisting in AMNH’s NSF-funded Science DMZ project, on a design collaboration to
support research needs and NRP participation
• Initial 10 Gbps DTN FIONA also planned for Spring 2019
• Researcher need for high performance transfers from Palomar Observatory to an AMNH
compute platform, to maximize observation time reliant upon real-time analytics results.
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